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Marshall masterfully retells the earliest poem in the Anglo-Saxon language in simple prose, creating
a rousing adventure about a monster-slaying hero that is suitable for readers ages 8 and older.
REA's MAXnotes for William Shakespeare's Othello The MAXnotes oﬀers a comprehensive summary
and analysis of Othello and a biography of William Shakespeare. Places the events of the play in historical context and discusses each act in detail. Includes study questions and answers along with topics for papers and sample outlines.
A boy and his pet dragon play in the autumn leaves, make a jack-o'-lantern, eat pumpkin pie, dress
in costumes, go trick-or-treating, enter a costume contest, and ﬂy together.
New York Times bestselling author Maria Dahvana Headley presents a modern retelling of the literary classic Beowulf, set in American suburbia as two mothers—a housewife and a battle-hardened
veteran—ﬁght to protect those they love in The Mere Wife. From the perspective of those who live in
Herot Hall, the suburb is a paradise. Picket fences divide buildings—high and gabled—and the community is entirely self-sustaining. Each house has its own ﬁreplace, each ﬁreplace is ﬁtted with a container of lighter ﬂuid, and outside—in lawns and on playgrounds—wildﬂowers seed themselves in
neat rows. But for those who live surreptitiously along Herot Hall’s periphery, the subdivision is a
fortress guarded by an intense network of gates, surveillance cameras, and motion-activated lights.
For Willa, the wife of Roger Herot (heir of Herot Hall), life moves at a charmingly slow pace. She ﬂits
between mommy groups, playdates, cocktail hour, and dinner parties, always with her son, Dylan, in
tow. Meanwhile, in a cave in the mountains just beyond the limits of Herot Hall lives Gren, short for
Grendel, as well as his mother, Dana, a former soldier who gave birth as if by chance. Dana didn’t
want Gren, didn’t plan Gren, and doesn’t know how she got Gren, but when she returned from war,
there he was. When Gren, unaware of the borders erected to keep him at bay, ventures into Herot
Hall and runs oﬀ with Dylan, Dana’s and Willa’s worlds collide.
Presents a new translation of the Anglo-Saxon epic chronicling the heroic adventures of Beowulf, the
Scandinavian warrior who saves his people from the ravages of the monster Grendel and Grendel's
mother.
Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of southern
Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan elements, and history into a powerful narrative. Ge-

nealogies.
REA's MAXnotes for The Beowulf Poet's Beowulf MAXnotes oﬀer a fresh look at masterpieces of literature, presented in a lively and interesting fashion. Written by literary experts who currently teach
the subject, MAXnotes will enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes are
designed to stimulate independent thought about the literary work by raising various issues and
thought-provoking ideas and questions. MAXnotes cover the essentials of what one should know
about each work, including an overall summary, character lists, an explanation and discussion of the
plot, the work's historical context, illustrations to convey the mood of the work, and a biography of
the author. Each chapter is individually summarized and analyzed, and has study questions and answers.
A retelling in graphic format of the Anglo-Saxon epic about the heroic eﬀorts of Beowulf, son of Edgetheow, to save the people of Heorot hall from the terrible monster, Grendel.
A comprehensive study guide oﬀering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for Kurt Vonnegut’s
Slaughterhouse-Five, an instant success across all popular media. As an anti-war novel of the 1960s,
Vonnegut wrote Slaughterhouse-Five as a double story: the main character suﬀers from the traumatic eﬀects of war; the author struggles with the eﬀects of war on both the character and the author.
Moreover, his writing shows his belief that art is no longer a ﬁnished product, but it is an ongoing process. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of Vonnegut’s classic work,
helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright
Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot
Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide
series oﬀers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics
for further research.
This classroom guide provides numerous activities designed to foster student engagement, learning,
and a meaningful connection to literature. It is the perfect companion to introducing popular literature in any classroom! Contained in this book are sample activities on annotating, close reading, outlining, essay prompts and essential questions. Other instructional guides simply give basic details of
the literature, meaning that students read over material without digesting or learning it. Other
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guides take complex themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to readers. This Classroom Guide series is diﬀerent, in that the activities ASK of the students, and focus on citing evidence
from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading. Designed under the guidance of an
experienced and certiﬁed educator, these activities guide series GUIDES the learner to discovering
the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide, in the user's own words. Filled with
guided reading activities, students are able to ﬁll this guidebook with the information they gather, as
they seek a deeper understanding of the text. If you read it, write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn
it! Teachers, you can also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your entire class. It makes the perfect guided reading activity and will teach students how to internalize the
reading, note taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally perform. These make the
perfect workbook to keep your class engaged and learning. And if your budget is an issue, feel free
once you purchase to book, to make as many copies as you want for your classroom!
Discusses the authorship, character analysis, historical background, plot, and themes of Beowulf.
Beowulf is epic in every way--but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. This
annotated book includes a summary of each section, an overview of themes and characters. It does
not include the book. We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying
to cram for that big ﬁnal, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We
are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
A comprehensive study guide oﬀering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for Beowulf, considered by some to be representative of the earliest stage in the development of oral poetry. As one of
the most well-known works of early Anglo-Saxon literature, Beowulf is one of the earliest records of
standard Old English. Moreover, this epic is studied for its use of fusing pagan and Christian elements through the lens of a hero’s struggles. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context
and history of Beowulf as a classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons it has
stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author
and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and
Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series oﬀers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic
works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and
themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
A modern, illustrated retelling of the Anglo-Saxon epic about the heroic eﬀorts of Beowulf, son of
Ecgtheow, to save the people of Heorot Hall from the terrible monster, Grendel.
In turbulent sixteenth-century Japan, orphaned Taro is taken in by a general serving the great warlord Takeda Shingen and grows up to become a samurai ﬁghting for the enemies of his dead family.
An ALA Notable Book. Reissue.
A bilingual edition of the Old English epic poem features the Old English and modern translation of
facing pages and chronicles the exploits of the great hero Beowulf in his battles with supernatural
monsters. Reprint.
A generous, energetic, engaging work... will be important to Beowulf study for years to come. THE
MEDIEVAL REVIEW
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Fireman Guy Montag loves his job. Since houses have been made ﬁreproof, ﬁremen no longer put
out house ﬁres--now they burn books. No one is allowed to read books--no one wants to read books.
Books are only ﬁlled with confusing and contradictory ideas, and it is more important to have fun
and be entertained. But then Montag meets a new young neighbor girl who actually seems to think.
When she asks him, "Are you happy?" he ﬁnds he has no answer. And when an old woman refuses to
leave her books and dies in the ﬂames, he wonders, what in her books inspires such passion? He determines to discover it for himself, though his rebellion, and his confusion, may cost him his life. A
good examination of censorship and our responsibility to understand. Setting: Futuristic United
States Category: American Literature, Science Fiction
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A groundbreaking investigation into the migration of martial arts techniques across continents and
centuries The presence of African inﬂuence and tradition in the Americas has long been recognized
in art, music, language, agriculture, and religion. T. J. Desch-Obi explores another cultural continuity
that is as old as eighteenth-century slave settlements in South America and as contemporary as hiphop culture. In this thorough survey of the history of African martial arts techniques, Desch-Obi
maps the translation of numerous physical combat techniques across three continents and several
centuries to illustrate how these practices evolved over time and are still recognizable in American
culture today. Some of these art traditions were part of African military training while others were
for self-defense and spiritual discipline. Grounded in historical and cultural anthropological methodologies, Desch-Obi's investigation traces the inﬂuence of well-delineated African traditions on longobserved but misunderstood African and African American cultural activities in North America, Brazil,
and the Caribbean. He links the Brazilian martial art capoeira to reports of slave activities recorded
in colonial and antebellum North America. Likewise Desch-Obi connects images of the kalenda African stick-ﬁghting techniques to the Haitian Revolution. Throughout the study Desch-Obi examines
the ties between physical mastery of these arts and changing perceptions of honor. Including forty-ﬁve illustrations, this rich history of the arrival and dissemination of African martial arts in the Atlantic world oﬀers a new vantage for furthering our understanding of the powerful inﬂuence of
enslaved populations on our collective social history.
The ﬁrst and most terrifying monster in English literature, from the great early epic Beowulf, tells his
own side of the story in this frequently banned book. This classic and much lauded retelling of Beowulf follows the monster Grendel as he learns about humans and ﬁghts the war at the center of the
Anglo Saxon classic epic. This is the book William Gass called "one of the ﬁnest of our contemporary
ﬁctions."
What if hell were organized as a ﬁendish bureaucracy with managers and ﬁeld agents? Meet Screwtape, upper management and uncle to Wormwood. Hell shares no love, but it is full of advice on the
weaknesses of humanity, and it is extremely practical. Through Screwtape's letters of advice to
Wormwood, Lewis wittily and sometimes painfully reveals our too-human weaknesses. Excellent
choice for church Bible studies. Setting: 1930s/WWII, England & Hades
A Study Guide, Reading Journal, and Annotation Guide for Beowulf which features over 110 pages of
guided activities, diagrams, visual organizers, note-taking exercises, and essential questions! DIY
Study Guides are the ultimate way to LEARN, MASTER, and ENJOY reading a new book and conquer-
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ing diﬃcult material! This book also doubles as a classroom guide and activity book for students and
teachers. This study guide for Beowulf is up to date with Next Generation, 21st Century, and Common Core skill requirements and features sections aimed at citing evidence from the text. It is the
perfect companion to introducing literature in any classroom, practicing strong reading skills, and
guiding your journey through the book!Master the material and ace any assignment with this innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as it produces true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study guides for Beowulf simply give basic details
of the novel, meaning that students read over material without digesting or learning it. Other study
guides take complex themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to readers. But, this
Study Guide for Beowulf is diﬀerent. Using the original text as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence
from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading. Readers will self-generate additional
notes within the structure provided by this Study Guide.Designed by a veteran educator, this study
guide for Beowulf GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in the user's own words. Filled with guided reading activities, students are able to
ﬁll this guidebook with their own information. If you read it, write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn
it!Teachers: Besides being a great lesson plan or activity resource, you can also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your entire class. It makes the perfect guided reading
activity for Beowulf and will teach students how to internalize the reading, note taking, and learning
process that advanced readers naturally perform. These make the perfect workbook to keep your
class engaged and learning!
The purpose of this guide is to answer a few of the major questions about 'Beowulf' for those who
want no more than that, and to map the way into a complex area of scholarship for those who wish
to go farther. Chapters include discussions of the main plot, historical sub-plot, the Pagan-Christian
problem in 'Beowulf', structure, and style. And the author also includes a list of recommended books
for further study.
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ment and learning with every turn of the page. -Dr. Jacob Bauer Zebley, high school social studies
teacher and 2015 Cecil County Teacher of the Year From personal stories, practical advice, and research-based strategies, Keeping the Wonder is a book you will reach for time and again. After reading, you'll start looking not just at your own classroom and curriculum through the lens of wonder,
but the world around you. A must read for any teacher who is looking to bring that sense of curiosity
and love of learning back into their classroom. -Caitlin Mitchell and Jessica Cannata, cofounders of
EB Academics and bestselling authors of The Empowered ELA Teacher
A retelling of Britain's oldest epic vividly brings to life a Scandinavian warrior named Beowulf who, after defeating two great evils, meets his match in the death-dragon of the deep, Grendel.
Welcome to the best Study Guide for Beowulf with this special Deluxe Edition, featuring over 100
pages of guided activities, diagrams, visual organizers, note-taking exercises, and essential questions! With sections aimed at citing evidence from the text, this study guide for Beowulf is up to date
with Next Generation, 21st Century, and Common Core skill requirements. This study guide for Beowulf can be used as BOTH a study guide for readers/students AND an instructional guide for teachers. It is the perfect companion to introducing literature in any classroom!Master the material and
ace any assignment with this innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students
and teachers, as it produces true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study
guides for Beowulf simply give basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material
without digesting or learning it. Other study guides take complex themes, concepts, and information
and just regurgitate it to readers. But, this Study Guide for Beowulf is diﬀerent. Using the original
text as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your
reading. Readers will self-generate additional notes within the structure provided by this Study
Guide.Designed by a veteran educator, this study guide for Beowulf GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in the user's own words. Filled
with guided reading activities, students are able to ﬁll this guidebook with their own information. If
you read it, write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn it!Teachers: Besides being a great lesson plan or
activity resource, you can also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your
entire class. It makes the perfect guided reading activity for Beowulf and will teach students how to
internalize the reading, note taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally perform.
These make the perfect workbook to keep your class engaged and learning!
The Anglo-Saxon poem recounting the story of Beowulf's battle with the monster, Grendel, is retold
in the style of modern verse

Embarking on your ﬁrst solo road trip. Receiving a special surprise that arrives out of the blue. Finding a sudden ﬂash of inspiration that sets you on a wondrous new path. When we think about the moments that stand out in our memory, it's clear that our minds hold onto the unusual or unexpected.
By tapping into students' innate curiosity, you can design memorable, meaningful learning experiences that captivate their interest and ignite their imaginations. Structured around four key elements that fuel engagement-surprise, curiosity, freedom, and inspiration-Keeping the Wonder oﬀers
practical strategies and abundant inspiration for K-12 educators to create lessons that are fun and
compelling. Combining enchanting anecdotes, real-world experience, and a wealth of research, the
authors share their collective expertise as educators and founders of the innovative Keeping the
Wonder workshop. In this dynamic handbook, Jenna, Ashley, Abby, and Staci oﬀer a fresh approach
to learning through the lens of wonder. By providing creative ideas for switching up standard lesson
plans in ways both subtle and profound, they show us how to recapture our fascination with the
world by employing all of our senses, and enhance engagement and critical thinking for students
and teachers alike. Endorsements Before reading Keeping the Wonder, I saw my social studies classroom for what it was: brick walls, desks, and a few colorful posters. Today, I see magic seeping
through the cracks of every space. Keeping the Wonder reignited my passion for student engage-

A unique parallel edition of Beowulf with the original Anglo-Saxon and Gummere's celebrated poetic
translation on facing pages. "The whole thing is sombre, tragic, sinister, curiously real. ... . It is laden
with history, leading back into the dark heathen ages beyond the memory of song, but not beyond
the reach of imagination" - J. R. R. Tolkien. The epic Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf had "a deep and detailed impact on what Tolkien wrote - from his earliest poem of Middle-earth (1914), right through
The Hobbit ... and The Lord of the Rings." - John Garth author of Tolkien and the Great War. "The story of Beowulf, Grendel, Grendel's mother and the Dragon [is] surely the basic story of all literature ...
It is an epic that summons up a world whose trappings have long since disappeared, the trappings of
the warrior ethos, and morality of almost prehistoric Germanic times; but the essential 'message'
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has not changed. It is about courage and resolve, about duty and responsibility, about honour and
achievement; but it is also about the transitoriness of things, and the inevitability of death, however
glorious the life. It is both a celebration of humanity and an elegy. The poem Beowulf is one of the
glories of European literature." - Magnus Magnusson. Beowulf, the greatest work of Anglo-Saxon literature, and "one of the glories of European literature," is set in the mists of Scandinavia, interweaving
history and myth. It has been translated into English over seventy times, has been widely studied,
and has inﬂuenced the popular imagination through Tolkien's Hobbit and Lord of the Rings. The
young hero, Beowulf, receiving reports that a monster has been terrorising the neighbouring Danes
nightly in their sumptuous mead hall Heorot, sails to their aid with a small band of warriors. The Danish King Hrothgar, amazed at his courage, honours him with a celebratory feast, after the shadowy
monster Grendel strikes. Beowulf, a man of suprahuman strength, though unarmed, fatally wounds
Grendel, and later defeats his terrifying mother. Beowulf returns to Geatland, becomes King, and ruling with wisdom equalling his courage and strength, establishes peace for ﬁfty years. However, an
enterprising slave steals a jewelled cup from a sleeping dragon's hoard, whereupon the enraged dragon emerges spewing ﬂames, killing villagers, and destroying homes. Beowulf, defender of his people, seeks the dragon in its lair; however, once the ﬁre-breathing dragon emerges, he is abandoned
by all but the young Wiglaf. The two ultimately slay the dragon, but only at the cost of a mortal injury to Beowulf. Beowulf, who has triumphed gloriously in life and died tragically, is given a funeral
equal to any of the heroes of The Iliad or The Aeneid. This dual-language edition will be enjoyable for
general readers, and invaluable for students who would like to read Beowulf in either Anglo-Saxon or
modern English, while dipping into the other language to deepen pleasure or comprehension. It provides an enjoyable experience of the epic poem Beowulf.
A Study Guide for John Gardner's "Grendel," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project,
trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
Master the material and ace any assignment with this innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as it produces true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study guides simply give basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material without digesting or learning it. Other study guides take complex themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to readers. This Study Guide series is diﬀerent. Using the original text
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as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading.Designed under the guidance of an experienced and credentialed instructor, this study guide series GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study
guide, in the user's own words. Filled with guided reading activities, students are able to ﬁll this
guidebook with their own information. If you read it, write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn it!Teachers, you can also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your entire class.
It makes the perfect guided reading activity and will teach students how to internalize the reading,
note taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally perform. These make the perfect
workbook to keep your class engaged and learning.
A reminiscence of a Christmas shared by a seven-year-old boy and a sixtyish childlike woman, with
enormous love and friendship between them.
A comprehensive study guide oﬀering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for E. L. Doctorow’s
Ragtime, published the year the Vietnam War came to a close in 1975. As a work of historical ﬁction,
Ragtime uses a turn-of-the-century America as a pedestal to showcase issues such as freedom, identity, and justice. Moreover, Doctorow was one of the ﬁrst to use magic realism to discuss and dissect
the nature of change. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of Doctorow’s
classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of
time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character
Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright
Notes Study Guide series oﬀers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study
guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
A New Translation From The French By Marion Wiesel Born in Sighet, Transylvania, Elie Wiesel was a
teenager when he and his family were taken from their home in 1944 and deported to the Auschwitz
concentration camp, and then to Buchenwald. Night is the terrifying record of Elie Wiesel's memories of the death of his family, the death of his own innocence, and his despair as a deeply observant Jew confronting the absolute evil of man. This new translation by his wife and most frequent
translator, Marion Wiesel, corrects important details and presents the most accurate rendering in English of Elie Wiesel's seminal work.
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